S2 Block – Tuesday, October 8 – 4:00-5:50 p.m.
Make-up Time and Date:
Friday, October 25, 2:00–3:50 pm

- Administrative Law vs. Tort – Prof. Sharkey
- Classical Liberalism – Prof. Rizzo
- Colloquium on Law, Economics and Politics – Profs. Kornhauser and Ferejohn
- Contract Drafting (Section 2) – Prof. Thomas (4:00-6:50 pm)
- Criminal Justice Reform and the District Attorney’s Office Seminar – Profs. Weinstein and Oliva
- Federal Courts and the Federal System – Dean Morrison
- Graduate Lawyering I: Intensive – Prof. Ross
- Health Justice – Prof. Sage
- IILJ Colloquium – Profs. Merry and Kingsbury
- Law and Literature Seminar (Profs. Gillers and Stimpson)
- Law and Society in Japan Seminar – Profs. Upham and Belkin
- National Security Law & Policy Seminar – Prof. Monaco
- Professional Responsibility (Section 1) – Prof. Crystal
- Racial Justice Clinic Seminar – Profs. Angelos, Ho, and Williamson (4:00-6:50 pm)
- Resisting Injustice Seminar – Profs. Richards and Gilligan
- Sovereign Finance Seminar – Profs. Chalamish and Howse (5:00-6:50 pm)
- Transitional Justice – Prof. de Greiff

N2 Block – Tuesday, October 8 – 6:00-7:50 p.m.
Make-up Time and Date:
Friday, November 1, 2:00–3:50 pm

- Complex Federal Investigations Seminar – Prof. Orenstein
- Federal Judicial Practice Externship Seminar – Profs. Cherande and Nathan
- Global and Comparative Public Law Colloquium – Profs. Kumm and Weiler
- Graduate Lawyering I: Foundations (Section 7) – Prof. Lebovits
- Hays Program Seminar – Profs. Guggenheim and Law
- Housing Law Externship Seminar – Profs. Nori and McNally
- International Arbitration and the CISG – Profs. Ferrari, Alberti, and Walters
- Law and Business of Corporate Turnarounds and Leadership – Profs. Brenner and Scott
- Negotiating Corporate Transactions – Prof. Harrison
- Oil and Gas: Public and Private Governance Seminar – Prof. Seber
- Partnership Taxation – Prof. Steines
- Spanish for Lawyers – Prof. Guerrero-Tabares
- Taxation of Property Transactions – Prof. Engler
A Block – Wednesday, October 9 – 8:50-10:40 a.m.

Make-up Time and Date:
Friday, November 1 and Friday, November 8, 9:00–9:50 am

- Accounting for Lawyers – Prof. Sweeney
- Conflict of Laws – Prof. Silberman
- Corporations (Section 3) – Prof. Rock
- Corporations (Section 4) – Prof. Bubb
- International Organizations – Profs. Alvarez and Malone
- International Tax I and II (Section 2) – Prof. Kane
- Procedure (Section 4) – Prof. Sexton
- Property (Section 1) – Prof. Upham
- Property (Section 3) – Prof. Epstein
- Real Estate Transactions – Prof. Korngold
- Survey of Securities Regulation – Prof. Carlson

C Block – Wednesday, October 9 – 10:50 a.m.-12:40 p.m.

Make-up Time and Date:
Friday, November 8, 2:00–3:50 pm

- Bankruptcy Law – Prof. A. Gonzalez
- Corporate Tax I and II – Prof. Dean
- Corporate Tax for ITP Students – Prof. Cunningham
- Corporations (Section 6) – Prof. Catan
- Criminal Law (Section 2) – Prof. Barkow
- Environmental Law – Prof. Revesz
- Family Law – Prof. Murray
- Immigrant Rights Clinic Seminar – Prof. Das
- International Business Transactions – Prof. Ferrari
- International Organizations Clinic Seminar – JDs – Profs. de Burca and Fisher
- International Trade Law – Prof. Howse
- Islamic Law and Human Rights – Prof. Mir-Hosseini
- Law of Nonprofit Organizations – Prof. Manny
- Lawyer (Sections 13, 14, 15, 16)
- LRS for Transfers and LLMs – Prof. Estreicher
- Modern Legal Philosophy: The Books – Prof. Waldron
- Policy Analysis – Profs. Bubb and Kamin
- Procedure (Section 1) – Prof. A. Miller
- Procedure (Section 3) – Prof. G. Miller
- Professional Responsibility (Section 3) – Prof. S. Gillers
- Professional Responsibility and the Law Governing Lawyers – Prof. B. Gillers
G Block – Wednesday, October 9 – 2:10-4:00 p.m.

Make-up Time and Date:
Friday, November 15, 2:00–3:50 pm

- Antitrust – Prof. Hemphill
- Colloquium on Legal and Constitutional History – Prof. W. Nelson
- Copyright Law – Prof. Dinwoodie
- Criminal Defense and Re-entry Clinic Seminar – Prof. Southerland
- Criminal Law (Section 3) – Prof. Kohler-Hausmann
- Criminal Procedure: Fourth and Fifth Amendments – Prof. Schulhofer
- Current Issues in Civil Liberties Seminar – Prof. Shapiro
- Democratic Theory Seminar – Profs. Ferejohn and Waldron
- Foreign Relations Law of the United States Seminar – Profs. Lee and Estreicher (2:10-5:00)
- Graduate Lawyering I – Prof. Ayers
- Hauser Colloquium – Prof. Goodman
- Introduction to Accounting and Finance – Prof. Klein
- Law and Business Projects Seminar – Profs. Scott and Rosenfeld
- Lawyering (Section 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, and 12)
- Lederman Fellows Workshop – Profs. Bubb and Rock
- Multistate Taxation: Income Taxation – Prof. Pomp
- Procedure (Section 5) – Prof. Issacharoff
- Selected Topics in Environmental Law – Prof. Wyman
- Torts (Section 1) – Prof. Rabin

S3 Block – Wednesday, October 9 – 4:10-6:00 p.m.

Make-up Time and Date:
Friday, November 29, 2:00–3:50 pm

- Antitrust Law and Economics Seminar – Prof. Rubinfeld
- Federal Defender Clinic Seminar – Profs. Flood and David
- Graduate Lawyering I (Section 4) – Prof. Ayers
- Graduate Lawyering I: Intensive (Section 3) – Prof. Ayers
- International Business Transactions for IBRLA Students Seminar – Prof. Ferrari
- Labor and Employment in the Entertainment Industry – Prof. Krolik
- Maimonides Mishneh Torah: Jewish Law and Legal Theory Seminar – Prof. Halbertal
- New Trends in Muslim Legal Thought – Prof. Mir-Hosseini
- Sexuality, Gender and the Law Seminar – Prof. Kavey
- The Legal Structure of the Market Seminar – Prof. Ricks

N3 Block – Wednesday, October 9 – 6:10-8:00 p.m.

Make-up Time and Date:
Friday, November 29, 2:00–3:50 pm

- Estate and Gift Taxation – Prof. Gans
- Ethics in Government: Investigation and Enforcement – Profs. Lacewell and Biben
- Graduate Lawyering I (Section 6) – Prof. Holland
- International Tax I – Prof. Shaheen
- Juvenile Defender Clinic Seminar – Prof. Hertz (6:15-9:15 pm)
- Negotiation – Prof. Jansenson (6:10-9:10 pm)
- Mediation Clinic Seminar – Prof. R. Kramer
- Writing About the Law Seminar – Profs. Goodman and Wegman
N7 Block – Wednesday, October 9 – 8:10-10:00 p.m.

There are very few classes at this time. Please consult with your class to extend a class meeting or select an alternate evening for your make up class. We understand that it may be more difficult to find an appropriate make up day/time for a late evening class.

- International Tax II – Prof. Shaheen